
DEEP SIX STUDY
February 19th, 2023

Good Idea – “Forgive”

MESSAGE HIGHLIGHTS (You can view the full message online at capecodchurch.com)

Opening:  This week we began a new series, “Good Idea" with an exploration of the role of 'rules' in

Christianity. We began with a reminder that God’s guidelines for living, his ‘rules’ are meant for our

flourishing, and not simply arbitrary rules for a made up game.

We also were reminded that God’s ‘rules’ or ‘Good Ideas’ are a reflection of His natural laws that govern the

universe. Like a STOP sign, when we break them we are at risk of the natural consequence of not heeding

the ‘good idea’...and that’s ‘not a good idea.’

This was also a reminder that while God does not ‘punish’ his children (Romans 8:1, Psalms 119:75-76, Heb

12:3-13). He does discipline us. Most often in life God’s discipline is orchestrated through the consequences

of his natural law (ie. When we run the Stop sign an accident is often the consequence). God uses

consequences to disciple and discipline us.

With the series foundation set, we turn to the first ‘good idea’... forgiveness.

1. Is forgiving overrated or misunderstood? (Matt 18:21-23)

Like Peter we have our own objections for whey we can’t forgive:

- “They don’t deserve it.” The objection we make when we believe that forgiveness only benefits the

offender. (Hint, it doesn’t)

- “I don’t have to.” I’m not a Christian, the rules of this game don’t apply to me! (Hint, actually, they

do… this isn’t a voluntary game of basketball, it’s a STOP sign meant to give you a full life.

Forgiveness is a universal path to a full life.

- “I don’t do denial.” Forgiving sounds like forgetting, and I am not going to get hurt again. (Hint,

forgiving and trusting are different… you can forgive and set boundaries based on trust)

- “I can’t.” I don’t want to! (Hint, Forgiveness can be an act of rebellion against our emotions)

2.  Forgiving and the Full Life (Colossians 3:13, James 5:16,)

- When I forgive, I let go of the impossible standard of perfection (Col 3:13)
- When I ask for forgiveness, I find a forgiveness better than being right–the clean plate (James 5:16)

ADDITIONAL SCRIPTURE
These passages may provide additional insights related to the subject of this week’s message. All verses are NLT unless otherwise noted.

Psalms 92:12-14, Romans 8:1, Psalms 119:75-76, Hebrews 12:3-13



QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

1. We started the new series “Good Idea" with an exploration of the role of 'rules' in Christianity. (Psalms

92:12-14) Pastor Ben used the analogy of basketball (arbitrary game rules) and a STOP sign (traffic rules

that keep us alive) to describe a key difference with God's laws. Had you considered this difference

when it comes to the 'rules' of Christianity? Discuss the significance of this distinction.

2. The STOP sign was an illustration of God's laws that govern the universe (His “Good Idea”) and apply to

everyone. This can be thought of as Common Grace (The grace that is available to everyone who follows

that rule). What are some examples of this "Common Grace"  in action (ie. "Good idea" rules that help

everyone everywhere when they follow them).

3. This Sunday we discussed the difference between punishment and discipline. (Hint: God disciples or

disciplines the believer, but because of God's grace in Jesus, He does not punish us - Romans 8:1, Psalms

119:75-76, Heb 12:3-13). How do you see the difference between punishment and discipline?

4. God can send unique consequences into my life to discipline me, but most often God uses the natural

consequences that govern our universe to discipline us (e.g. You run a stop sign and get into an

accident). In your own life, have you seen God at work disciplining you through natural consequences?

Alternatively, have you experienced moments where it seemed God sent special consequences to get

your attention and disciple you?

5. Of the four common reasons for not forgiving, which do you most often default to? 1) They don't

deserve it, 2) I don't have to, 3) I'm done getting hurt, 4) I tried but I can't let it go.

6. Share a moment of forgiveness (given or received) that was meaningful to you. Was it received well? Did

it change your circumstances or relationship? How did it alter/grow your own relationship with God?


